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Crowletry
by Brother David

Most of us are familiar with Crowley’s Magickal and some of his fictional accounts, but
I like to remember him as an aspiring poet as well. A lot of literary circles at the time
considered him talented, but here are some of my favorites. The following selections wer
taken from a transcript called “Olla: an anthology of sixty years of song.”

The Dynast
Old King Crowley was a merry old soul, he
was a merry old soul, was he;
He called for his pipe, he called for his pot,
And he called for his fiddlers three.
Their names are Beauty and Love and Art.
And one’s in his head, and one’s in his heart,
And one’s in his twiddle-iddle-ee.

An Oath
(An Oath written during the Dawn Meditation)

Aiwaz! Confirm my troth with thee! my will inspire
With secret sperm of subtle, free, creating Fire!
Mould thou my very flesh as Thine, renew my birth
In childhood merry as divine, enchanted Earth!
Dissolve my rapture in Thine own, a sacred slaughter
The Erg is a Garden of Delights
Whereby to capture and atone the Soul of water!
As he Writes his rimes and rimes his rites,
Fill thou my mind with gleaming Thought intense and
And he busses his wench till dawn o’ day
rare
With a couple of bottles of Montrachet;
To one refined, outflung to Naught, the Word of Air!
And he smokes his pipe, and he pens his sketch- Most, bridal bound, my quintessential Form thus
es,
freeing
With never a thought for the luckless wretches
From self, be found one Selfhood blent in Spirit
With titles and L.S.D.
Being.
Who groan in the gluttony and whoredom
For the agonies of thier brainless boredom;
Dedication
For he rides the black old bull that gored ‘em
And he rides with bridle free
We two, crag-perched, have watched the moon
Through fire and air and water and earth
revive
With a shouted song of manful mirth
The drowsy glaciers, and strike sharp upon
Through the desert merrilee!
Black precipice of ice, and columned stone,
And seen the sun’s first arrows glance, and drive
Old King Crowley is happy and holy,
The stars from thier pavillion, like a hive
And happy and holy is he,
Stirred by the lightning. The resistless sun
When he calls for his pipe and and he calls for
Shatters the crags; and every bastian,
his pot
With splintered rock and icicle alive,
And he calls for li’l mon-key.
Seems to delight in mourning. This we saw,
For he’s not alone on his golden throne;
Alone, together, on the mountain’s edge.
For a golden throne has he
And now, though shadows on Arolla sink,
In the heart of a rum little yum-yum-yum,
And old Mont Collom’s icy cliffs withdraw,
And he’s got all he wants in sheee!
Clear memory pencils out the little ledge,
And bends of friendship forge a fresher link.

The Purple Mandarin
There is a purple Mandarin
With mystic madness in his eyes;
He hath deflowered the virgin Sin,
And she hath made him overwise.
He eats, he drinks, he sleeps, he sports:
He never speaks his thoughts.
Wll knoweth he the Way of Phang,
Matcheth the Yang and the Yin;
He marketh Tao in God and dung,
Seeth the secret “soul is skin.”
With power and sight behind his will,
He chooseth to keep still.
For he hath dreamed: A blossom buds
Once in a million million years,
One poppy in Time’s fearless floods,
A cup of cruelty and tears.
It’s heart secretes a sacred gum
---Man’s only opium.
O mystic flower! O midnight flower!
Chaste and corrupt as patchouli!
A silver saint----a porcelain tower--A flame of ice----a silken sea---A taint-----a vice----a swoon----a shame---Pure Beauty is thy name!
I sought thee in Sahara’s sand,
Hunted through Himalayan snows;
Gods led me friendly by the hand----Me blind! where every soul-wind blows.
I was more foolish than my kin,
The purple mandarin.
He dreamed----I followed. Then the Gods
Who mock at Wisdom spun the wheel,
Reversed the incalculable odds,
And flung out laughing----flint to steel--The one impossible event:
Pure Beauty came----and went.
Come back to me, my opium flower,
Chaste and corrupt, my saint of sin,
My flame of ice, my porcelain tower
-----I hate the purple Mandarin
Who gurgles at me in his fall:
“Dream’s wiser, after all.”

The following poem is from Crowley’s
“Collected Works”. It can be found in PDF
form or in print in used copies from different
booksellers.

The Muse
O thou who art throned by the well
That feeds the celestial streams!
O daughter of heaven and hell!
O mother of magical dreams!
O sister of me as I sit
At thy feet by the mystical well
And dream with the web of my wit
Of the marriage of heaven and hell!
O thou who art mad with the Muse
That delights of the beauty of form!
O desire of the dream of the dews!
O Valkyrie astride of the storm!
I am thine as we ride on the blast
To exult in the mystical Muse,
As there drip on the desert at last
The immaculate Delian dews.
I am thine, I am thine, I am thine-How it slashes the skies as a sword!
How it blinds us and burns us with wine
Of the dread Dionysian Lord!
Evoe! Evoe! Evoe!
I am thine! I am thine! I am thine!
The following selections are taken from a
webpage claiming these are previously unpublished Aleister Crowley poems. The web link is
www.members.aol.com/SunnyShah/esoterica/
crowley.htm
After doing much checking and so on, the
BodyMaster and I found that as long as the author/webmaster is credited, we could publish it.
As far as I have discovered, all Aleister Crowley poetry, in addition to his occult work, is the
property and copyright of the O.T.O..
He gives details where he found these poems
on the webpage.

A Mathilde
A cruel love, to rend the hoary veil
Of cynic, hatred of mankind, and scorn
Of all things virtuous, seeing there is born
Within me now, with strange desire gone pale,
A newer sweetness in the nightingale,
Till I see good again. Thy love has torn
Philosophy’s frail texture, and outworn
The sophist’s falsehood and the cynic’s tale.
A cruel love--I find in Magdalene
Seven angels with the seven devils wed!
I find true love where I had thought to find
A spirit to reflect my own obscene
And dead desire that scoffed at love--instead
Love comes; we part; I perish; Fate is blind.
He who seduced me first...
He who seduced me first I could not forget.
			
The End
I hardly knew him but desired to taste
A new strong sin. My sorrow does not fret
The end of everything. The veil of night
That sore. But thou, whose sudden arms embraced
Is not so deep I cannot comprehend.
My shrinking body, and who brought a blush
I see before me yawn--- a ghastly sight-Into my cheeks, and turned my veins to fire,
The End.
Thou, who didst whelm me with the eager rush
Of the enormous floods of thy desire,
Love long ago deserted me to wend
Thine are the kisses that devour me yet,
His way with younger men. Life spreads a blight
Thine are the high heaven whose loss is death to me,
Over me now. I have not now one friend.
Thine are the barbed arrows of regret,
Thine are the arms I yearn to be
There is no hope for me; no gleam of light
In my deep heart thy name is writ alone,
To my black path with any comfort lend-Men shall decipher--when they split the stone.
Yet will I meet with smiling face, upright
The End.

Great stuff!
I will have more in future issues and want to do more research
into Crowley as the poet and fiction author later on!
Thanks for reading this!

A Little Ditty on the Rose Cross
by Brandon Williams

Of course, I’m talking about the
Golden Dawn’s rose cross. It’s
interesting how different symbols
relate to each other; in this case,
I’m thinking of the rose and the
pantacle. Though what actually
goes on one’s pantacle is relatively
seldom said outright, it’s not hard
to figure out when you look at
classical pantacles. The typical
elements include a pentagram to
represent the elements, a hexagram
for the planets, often a heptagram
and/or heptagon for the septenary
mysteries, and maybe an endecagram or dodecagram to represent
the zodiac. In the center is either
a cross, an I, a yod, or some other
sort of expression of the indivisible
point. These represent the union of
self, self with the HGA, Babalon,
and Nuit, respectively. The center
point is the Hadit, or seed of the
magician. Much more can be said,
but let’s move on to the rose.

Also, by Theosophical Deduction,
we get the number 13 (unity, love,
and the sum of the pillar of mercy), and 4 (father, hollow, a vein,
proud).

The rose is another expression of
the pantacle, and could very well
be equivalent. It’s for no small
reason that I named Sol Invictus’
EGC Sanctuary “Rosa Mundi.” The
rose is formed by an arrangement
of the Hebrew letters according
to the single (outside rim), double
(middle), and mother (center) letters. This follows more or less the
same plan as the pantacle, but with
new implications. First of all, the
single letters represent the zodiac,
and they are placed in order of the
signs running counter-clockwise. It
may well be that with the “tzaddi
switch,” there should be some
changes made to the order of the
letters. Their total numeric value
is 445=”sorcerer,” or “reverence.”

Now, having passed through the
veil, we get to the mother letters.
Together, they are ShMA, or The
Name. It equates to 341, which
reduces to 8. 8 is “will, threshold
or entrance, love, beloved, and
notariqon of Zauir Anpin, the lesser
countenance.” It is also a glyph for
infinity, and the number of Mercury.

The center row is of the double
letters, or of the planets. By rearranging the letters, we get the
phrase, BGD PRKTh, or “Garment
of Illusion.” Maybe it’s a “Coat of
Many Colors,” as in the legend of
Joseph? These words come to 9
and 700, respectively. 9, aside from
BGD, also shows: Obeah, became
powerful, middle, and Hod. 700
is: mercy seat, ShT (son of Adam,
prince, pillar), and Kings. It’s
interesting that the words “middle”
and “pillar” come up here to make
“middle pillar.” 709 may be a glyph
for Aaron’s Rod. 709 reduces to 16
(the sum of the pillar of severity)
and 7, the Notariqon of Adonai HAretz, “Lord of the World.”

Of course, we can’t forget the
center of the whole thing. It is the
infinitely small point. This can be
represented by the yod, or more
likely the tip of it, as it is the root
of the whole alphabet. It can also
be represented by beth, as a tesseract mage would know, and by its
equivalent, A.A., the notariqon

of Arik Anpin, the greater
countenance, as well as Argentum
Astrum, Astron Argon, or other
possible names of that august
school. Together, yod and beth
equal 12, which is HVA, the Name
of God in Kether. IB is also one
of the names of power in Liber
Samekh.
Looked at this way, the rose shows
in summary the whole process of
the grade of 5=6. On the outside,
one is just a sorcerer, a dabbler
with the elements, but with the
potential of the Father (Phallus),
and enters with love and reverence
with the goal of Unity. In the next
inner row, one begins ‘stablishing
the pillar in the void, and pierces
the veil of Illusion. In the next, one
gets the name of his Beloved, his
Will, Knowledge and Conversation
and all that good stuff. Finally, he
receives the Mezlim, the influence
of Kether.
This is, in all honesty, only a
beginning point in meditations
on the rose. The rabbit hole
goes much deeper and gets more
complex than I have already
pointed out. However, it is my
intent that this essay may provide a
jumping board for others who may
wish to delve into this mystery.

“Invoking the Kisses of Nuit”
Inspired by Earth Day

Artest: Fr. Vaoan
“This shall regenerate the world, the little world my sister,
my heart & my tongue, unto whom I send this kiss”

A Few Thoughts on the Discovery of Will.
By Brandon Williams
A popular question among
people new to Thelema, even
among some that have been
practicing it a while, is the
question of “How do I find my
Will?” Most of the time, from
what I can tell, these people are
looking in the wrong place for
this Will. Many times, it’s more
vocation than actual Will they’re
looking for. In either case, there
is a step being overlooked.
More often than not, those
who regularly ask the question
“What is my Will?” are in reality
asking the question “Who am
I?” If this is consciously recognized, then they’ve passed the
first gate in discovering their
Will. Let’s not forget the first
charge on the path of Adepthood, “Know thyself.” This,
at first glance, can seem as
complicated a riddle as the Will
question. The fact is, it’s more
so, but at least the means of
getting there are clearer.
For some people, knowing
themselves is not an issue.
Some people seem to have
been born with an understanding of the Self, or at least managed to be raised with confirmation of it. For others, it isn’t
so easy; either they have spent
their lives defined through other
people, or worse, their Ego
identification is so rock-solid
that they would never consider
that there is a bigger picture.

In either case, an effective
means of getting at who they
are, TRULY are, is identifying
what they are not. For some,
this may be a terrifying process
at first, but once it is understood what is going on, it becomes much easier. So, we’ll
start not with the question of
“Who am I?” but instead ask,
“Who am I not?”
My preferred way is to begin
listing off the characteristics
of how I have defined myself.
In all cases, I substitute the
words, “I am” with “I have.” It
may take some rewording of
the sentence, but if a coherent
statement of ownership can be
formed, this quality is a possession of mine, and not something that is me. If I have it, I
am beyond it, simply put. For
instance, if I say, “I am happy,”
I can easily substitute it as “I
have happiness.” Anything thus
realized as not me can then
be mentally put into a box and
stored for later use.
As I said, at first, it can be
scary. One only needs to see
the reaction of Edward Norton’s
character in “Fight Club” to
these realizations to get the
vicarious view. Even to stuff as
simple to understand as “You’re
not your khakis.” Eventually, the
process does get easier, until
eventually, you get towards the
end of the practice. Eventually, the phrase “I am” cannot

be finished by any physical
item, pastime or characteristic,
any mood or emotion, or any
thought or urge. For a time,
one is stuck with “I am.” Again,
terror may take hold for many,
as they start to grapple with
the last of the Ego’s defenses:
Humility. The next step after “I
am” can be viewed by many
as being hubris, blasphemous
and inviting damnation. In fact,
some have in reality been martyred for this very realization:
That they are, as are we all, “I
am that I am.”
The connection with what is,
ultimately, “I” is the prerequisite
to discovering one’s Will. Now,
having attained that, the discovery of the Will automatically
falls in line. It’s very simple: As
long as you’re operating from
this perspective, the “I am that I
am” or the true “I” perspective,
you are doing your Will, but
only then. It brings the Priest’s
line of “Thou who art I, beyond
all I am...” from the Gnostic
Mass into a clearer light. For
that matter, it applies to any of
the Priest’s statements involving the phrase, “I am.” He is
not saying, “I, (civil name), am
alone; there is no god where I
am.” He is saying that the “I”,
the true Self, is alone. “There
is no god where I am” is a bit
more difficult to describe, but it
still falls in the same category.
Why is it that this perspective

is the only one from which you
can do your Will? First of all,
Will is the expression of the “I”
upon the Ego and the rest of the
components of his personality.
The Will is what the “I” does, not
the Ego, not the appetites, not
the thoughts. They merely obey
the Will of the “I” once that is
discovered. It may be by happenstance that occasionally a
person enmeshed in the web
of himself may do things that
fall in accord with his Will, but
from that perspective, he’s more
likely to be in error. One particular trait of the “I am that I am”
perspective is that it is the connection to the Universal Mind,
the Akashic Record, Zeitgeist,
Holy Guardian Angel or what
have you. It receives information directly from the Source,
and hence cannot be in error.
Ultimately, the transmission of
this connection is the Will of
everyone, which then gets expressed by the Ego, the moods,
the appetites, the thoughts,
words and deeds of the person.
Recognized each and every one
as being tools, they do their part
in the expression of the “I”s Will.
Such is my perspective on
discovering the Will. I certainly
don’t claim this to be anything
definitive, but it definitely works
for me. Perhaps this will be
useful to one and all in the pursuit of their Wills.

NOTOCON VII
the seventh biennial National OTO Conference
August 7-9, 2009 EV • Seattle, WA
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Come meet your brethren from across the globe!

http://vii.notocon.org/

Order 3 (Saturn) Magic Tesseract Spell.
Magic number of 123, mystic number of 3321.

A conjuration derived qabalistically from a perfect order 3 magic tesseract.

By Brandon Williams
1.1
Adonai, he whom I love, is the
Lord
By his seed, he will go into the
Great Work
For the golden waters of Life
1.2
How? By Silence and Meditation
Adonai manifests the six-fold
star
It was a fountain of wine
1.3
Purity, Unity and Wisdom
Break down the enclosure of the
Beast
and the sword honors the
balances

2.1
The Sun rejoices constantly
The flame of Lucifer is pride
The Wise Ones might is Folly
2.2
The throne of the Father is the
Liberator
The Self of my God is “I”
The Destruction of the artificial
self reveals the Silver Star
2.3
Behold! Mezel is powerful
Mezlas power penetrated
The entrance and dwelt in the
secret place

3.1
The Supernal Mother Nuit
abounds
All-consuming love, a lover
loves in the bed of the bride
3.2
He went forth and begat sons
To thee, fervent enchanter!
To thee, firebrand devouring!
3.3
The Brethren of the Living God
Elevated folly by sublimity
and grace, my strength is IAO

The Cipher:
Plane 1.1			
65
24
34		
22
35
66		
36
64
23		

Plane 1.2			
31
71
21		
72
19
32		
20
33
70		

Plane 1.3
27
28
68
29
69
25
67
26
30

Plane 2.1			
6
43
74		
44
75
4		
73
5
45		

Plane 2.2			
80
3
40		
1
41
81		
42
79
2		

Plane 2.3
37
77
9
78
7
38
8
39
76

Plane 3.1			
52
56
15		
57
13
53		
14
54
55		

Plane 3.2			
12
49
62		
50
63
10		
61
11
51		

Plane 3.3
59
18
46
16
47
60
48
58
17

Silent Desire
Silent Desire
Love & Will’s spiral dance,
WE move as One,
in Beauty we weave our spell,
bewitching you with our Silent Desire,
but the dance is our only Reward.
Kakos93
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ORDO TEMPLI ORIENTIS

Do What Thou Wilt Shall Be the Whole of the Law.
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